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Soon after Philadelphia began to exploit New Jersey's largest hematite deposit in 1758, Andover
Furnace and Forge began producing the best metal in the world. Its product was so desirable
that the newly formed American military wrested control from Loyalist owners in 1778. This
frontier industrial outpost endured thirty-five years before labor costs, competition from cheap
imports, careless consumption of woodlands and difficulty in transporting its products finally
extinguished its fires. Today, repurposed eighteenth-century stone mills and mansions at
Andover and Waterloo testify to the combination of rich ore, abundant water power and
seemingly endless forests that long ago attracted teamsters, woodcutters, charcoal burners,
miners, molders and smelters to the Appalachian Highlands of New Jersey. Local expert Kevin
Wright tells the hidden story of the facets and personalities that once made Andover iron so
widely coveted.

About the AuthorKevin Wright has been the tour director of the powered gristmill in Waterloo,
New Jersey, a state curator and interpreter at Steuben House and has written several history
books and articles. He was essential in starting the New Jersey State History Fair and Historic
New Bridge Landing and served as president of the Bergen and Sussex County Historical
Societies. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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journey.Lastly, to all the women and men who lived this history (who I sometimes feel as if I
know), though we will never meet, you have my admiration and respect. May these pages bring
you a taste of immortality!IntroductionWilliam Allen, Joseph Turner, Lynford Lardner and John
Hackett purchased New Jersey’s largest hematite-magnetite deposit in 1759, naming their iron
company for Turner’s birthplace in Andover, England. Starting in 1761, ore was smelted at a
charcoal blast furnace in Andover Borough, Sussex County, New Jersey, and refined into
wrought-iron bars, seven miles distant, at Andover Forge on the Musconetcong River. Old
Andover Forge was renamed Waterloo in 1840. Although the high-grade ore was especially
suited to the production of blister steel—used to make edge tools—the Andover Ironworks
closed in 1795. With only horseflesh and oxen to gather raw materials and convey output to
tidewater across rough miles of rocky wilderness, many Highland charcoal-iron plantations, such
as Andover, flickered out once the primeval forest in their proximity was cut over for fuel.This is
the first full telling of the history of this particular eighteenth-century American ironworks,
regarded as one of the most important in its day. To better illuminate the subject matter for a lay
audience (including myself), I describe the various crafts and processes of manufacture
associated with such water-powered industrial plantations, hopefully with only enough detail to
sustain interest. Since this technology was somewhat standard in its day and generally reflected
the latest European innovations, this work may hold a more general interest than its locality
suggests.Genealogy and a strong sense of place drew me to this subject matter more than thirty
years ago. My grandfather Ivan Wright’s family descends from the iron men and women of the
Highlands, where the names of Wright Pond and Byram Township in Sussex County provide
cartographic confirmation of their early presence on the landscape. I extracted the history you
will encounter on the following pages from a much larger body of research of greater compass,
geographically and chronologically, which I hope to publish in separate, digestible bits.Place in
HistoryWriting in 1859, J. Peter Lesley, secretary of the American Iron Association, described
the Highlands of northwestern New Jersey as a “belt of short, parallel, half disconnected, half
confused mountains of nearly the oldest rocks we know.”1 But it was the vast mineral resources,
particularly iron ore, embedded in these deeply eroded hills that commanded his professional
interest. In 1856, State Geologist William Kitchell enumerated and described upward of eighty
iron mines, located in the counties of Sussex, Passaic, Morris and Warren, all within an area of
360 square miles. He recalled how, “in early days,” these Highlands mines “furnished a very
large portion of the ore manufactured into iron in this country, yet they have been excavated to a
very limited extent, many of them containing immense bodies of ore above water-level, which
may be economically extracted without the employment of expensive machinery.”2 In 1864, his
successor, Professor George H. Cook, further narrowed the field, noting, “These beds are not
uniformly distributed through the gneiss rocks [of the Highlands]; in some parts they abound,
while in others no mines of value have ever been found. The most productive mines as yet
worked have been in the central parts of the range, but as the demand for ore increases other
mines are being sought for in the less promising districts.”3Andover Mine, situated on the



western margin of the Central Highland Plateau in Andover Township, Sussex County, attracted
particular attention and admiration. J. Peter Lesley spoke glowingly of the Andover ore body in
1859, saying, “Altogether it is by far the most interesting and perhaps the most important vein of
the mining region.”4 Geology professor James T. Hodge, Lesley’s longtime friend and colleague,
favorably compared Andover with recently discovered iron ore deposits in the Marquette Range
of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Writing in 1853, he noted, “Some of the Andover ore of New
Jersey cannot be distinguished from the choicest of the Lake Superior ores; and if made into bar
iron direct, with the same care as were the samples for trial prepared from this ore, there is no
question but it would exhibit the same remarkable strength; the pig iron manufactured from it,
though made with anthracite, possesses the strength of the best charcoal iron.”5 Due to its
unique chemical composition and accessibility, Lesley noted the international esteem that
Andover iron earned in the eighteenth century, reminding his readers, “This ore was worked for
steel, for the manufacture of which it proved well adapted. The bar iron made from it too bore a
high reputation for toughness.”6 So where does the largely untold story of Andover iron begin?
Andover Iron Mine, Sussex Co. From Second Annual Report on the Geological Survey of the
State of New Jersey, for the Year 1855.DiscoveryThomas Woolverton, a shopkeeper in
Bethlehem Township, Hunterdon County, and his wife, Mary Pettit, settled on 312 acres at
Huntsville, Sussex County, in 1750. Here he erected a log grist- and sawmill at the confluence of
the upper branches of Pequest Creek. On November 22, 1752, he was appointed justice of the
peace for the upper parts of Morris County. Seven months later, in response to swelling numbers
of inhabitants, the territory lying north and west of the Musconetcong River formed the new
County of Sussex. Woolverton was commissioned justice of the peace and Sussex County’s first
tax collector. On December 2, 1755, the governor ordered the courts for the fledgling county to
be held at Woolverton’s house until such time as a courthouse could be erected. Woolverton’s
tavern thus became the first county seat within the present bounds of Sussex County, holding
this honor until a courthouse was erected on its present site in Newton in 1762. The outbreak of
the French and Indian War interrupted the first court sessions as atrocities in the neighborhood
made it unwise to leave homes defenseless; jurors were dismissed without being sworn.On the
south bank of Pequest Creek at Huntsville, opposite Woolverton’s stone house, stands a stone
smithy and wheelwright’s shop. This is said to occupy the site of a bloomery, which Major
Woolverton operated between 1757 and his death in 1760. Known as Bango Forge—
supposedly from the incessant banging of its trip hammer—it deserves honorable mention in the
history of American metallurgy as the first hearth to work up iron ore from the famed Andover
mine.Diagram of Catalan forge used to illustrate direct wrought-iron processes. From Richard
Moldenke, The Principles of Iron Founding (1917).Today the Andover Mine Bank is but a
waterlogged crevice in the wooded ridge east of Limecrest Road, nearly opposite Andover-
Aeroflex Airport. It is reputed to have contained the most extensive hematite-magnetite deposit
ever discovered in New Jersey and as high grade as any in America.7 This great ferrous pod
was imbedded within the bounds of William Penn’s Tract No. 35, surveyed on May 23, 1714,



encompassing 1,313 acres at the head of a branch of Pequest Creek. Penn’s sons and heirs,
Thomas and Richard, advertised this property in March 1755.8 Whether Woolverton overheard
discussion of its mineral treasure in his tavern or stumbled across the ore body during his own
investigation of the neighborhood is a matter of pointless conjecture. With hardwood for charcoal
in abundance and with the steady pulse of the Pequest for power, Woolverton established a
frontier bloomery.Replicating the primitive Catalan forge, a bloomery produced wrought-iron
bars directly from rich magnetic ore without a blast furnace, using instead “a hearth of
stonework, from six to ten feet square, in which there is a fireplace from twenty to thirty-six
inches square, and from fifteen to thirty inches deep, lined with cast-iron plates.”9 A charge of
pulverized ore, ground to the consistency of coarse sand, was converted in about two hours at
about eight hundred degrees Fahrenheit into a pasty iron sponge ball, twelve to fifteen inches in
diameter, weighing about three hundred pounds.10 This loupe or fining was set on the floor and
beaten with wooden clubs to break up any remaining slag. Reheated to welding temperature, it
was shaped under a water-powered hammer into a rough square or bloom, driving out most
impurities. The bloomer chopped this rough iron slab into several manageable pieces, which he
reheated and flattened into bars. Hammering continued for sixteen grueling hours per day,
outputting four blooms, each weighing from seventy-five to one hundred pounds. A ton of bar
iron could be manufactured in a six-day workweek.11 Nineteenth-century estimates suggest a
bloomery, working night and day for a week, furnished “from four to seven tons of blooms.”12
Considering everything that could and did go wrong, a bloomery with two hearths produced
about seventy tons of bar iron annually.Bloomery iron could be forged and fashioned into such
everyday necessities as nails, shoes for draught animals, tire iron and farm tools, but breaks
could not be easily welded. Although estimates varied, bloomeries wasted prodigious quantities
of fuel and ore. Some calculated a ton of blooms consumed from 3,500 to 5,000 pounds of
charcoal and from one and a half to one and three-quarters tons of pulverized ore in its
manufacture.13 State Geologist William Kitchell estimated that two and a half tons of ore and
five hundred bushels of charcoal were used to make a single ton of bar iron.14 Skilled labor on
the frontier was always expensive, and Bango Forge steadily emptied its owner’s purse.
Neighbors thought the monotonous resounding call of its trip hammer wailed over and over
again, “Come penny, go pound.”15British imperial economic policy encouraged such enterprise.
To attract a cheap and plentiful supply, Parliament removed all customs duties on pig iron
imported into Great Britain from the American colonies in 1750. To limit competition in finished
wares, however, the act prohibited colonists from building any rolling or slitting mills or plating
forges that used a tilt hammer or any steel furnaces.16 Iron mills erected before passage of the
act were allowed to continue. As greater encouragement, Parliament permitted bar iron to be
imported duty free in 1757. The French and Indian War stimulated demand and inflated prices,
luring English and American capitalists to invest in charcoal-iron plantations of vast extent on a
frontier endowed with seemingly unlimited resources of water, ore and wood.17 These investors
imported German and English workers and shipped their output cheaply as ballast. Capacity



expanded rapidly.Bloomery. From Frederick Overman, The Manufacture of Iron, in All Its Various
Branches (1854).As a Bethlehem merchant, Thomas Woolverton lived and traded with
employees of the Union Ironworks on the South Branch of the Raritan River, which two
Philadelphia merchants, William Allen and Joseph Turner, established on 3,100 acres acquired
from the West Jersey Society in 1742.18 A rolling-and-slitting mill for producing iron plates and
nail rods was added to their operations before 1750. A sample of the newly discovered ore from
the upper reaches of the Pequest Creek (or perhaps some bar iron wrought at Bango Forge)
attracted the attention of John Hackett at the Union Ironworks. His principal supply of ore at High
Bridge was riddled with sulfur, which, even in comparatively small quantities, caused structural
weakness. In contrast, the lode of red hematite at Andover was commingled with magnetite and
rich in manganese. If combined with lime, manganese acts as a flux to free the iron of
impurities.19 Manganese also acts as a hardening agent—an important virtue in the age of sand
casting—and increases the handling life of molten metal as it was being poured into molds. Most
importantly, a manganiferrous iron was singularly suited for conversion into wrought iron and
steel. Soon after its introduction, Andover iron set the standard by which other ironmakers
compared their metal. Even allowing for extravagant claims in advertising, there is sufficient
contemporary testimony to conclude the ore was “esteemed of the best quality of any in
America,” proven “from experiments, made both in England and America, to be proper for every
use to which iron can be converted, and equal to the Swedish for making steel.”20Hammering
the bloom under a trip hammer. An Iron Forge, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
Division, Washington, D.C.Oil painting of William Allen by Robert Feke, from life, 1746. Courtesy
Independence National Historical Park.Joseph Turner by John Wollaston, circa 1752. Courtesy
Chester County Historical Society, West Chester, Pennsylvania.John Hackett relayed word of his
discovery to his employers. Judge William Allen, son and namesake of a Scots-Irish trader, had
studied law in England.21 On his return, he married well and climbed easily to the pinnacle of
Philadelphia society, successively serving as customs collector, provincial assemblyman, city
councilman and then mayor. His daughter Ann married John Penn, Pennsylvania’s last provincial
governor. Well connected, William Allen speculated extensively in frontier real estate, especially
in the Lehigh Valley, where Allentown bears his name. In 1725, William Allen formed a
commercial partnership with a sea captain and boat builder from Andover, England, named
Joseph Turner.22 They conducted an international trade in sugar, molasses, rum, enslaved
persons, iron and horses. Allen and Turner purchased a share in Durham Furnace in 1727 and
erected the Union Ironworks in 1742. William Allen was appointed supreme justice of
Pennsylvania in 1750, a position of highest honor, prestige and influence.Map of Andover
Furnace Tracts. The Andover Iron Company acquired 4,054 acres for the operation of its furnace.
Courtesy Deborah Powell.John Hackett was born in Ireland in 1728. Whereas Judge Allen and
Captain Turner traipsed the Philadelphia wharves or graced the city’s mansions and
coffeehouses, John Hackett faced the lawless frontier. Squatters surrounding the Union
Ironworks claimed title to their homesteads by purchase from the Indians and violently contested



Allen and Turner’s acquisition of their lands from the West Jersey Society. In 1748, they
assaulted John Hackett and William Bird, manager of the Union Ironworks, with clubs, as the two
men felled timber to build a mill.23 Ringleaders of the so-called Club Men were arrested and
escorted to jail in Trenton, but the trouble did not end there. In 1754, one hundred or more
German squatters, angered by extensive deforestation, threatened to pull down the Union
Furnace. Hackett calmly offered the rioters a “Dram,” buying time for his employees to arm
themselves and march to his rescue. In the ensuing brawl, someone punched Hackett in the
stomach before the squatters retreated.A year later, John Hackett married Elizabeth Reading,
daughter of surveyor John Reading Jr. of Amwell.24 A tombstone outside the Bethlehem
Presbyterian Church marks the burial of Joseph Turner Hackett, son of John and Elizabeth
Hackett, who died August 18, 1761, aged twenty-two months. John Hackett named the Andover
Iron Company to honor Turner’s English birthplace.Andover FurnaceOrganized in 1758, the
Andover Iron Company comprised William Allen and Joseph Turner, who each owned a five-
sixteenths interest; the well-connected, wealthy landowner Lynford Lardner, who owned a
quarter share; and junior partner John Hackett, who owned an eighth share.25 The new
company began acquiring proprietary rights to unclaimed lands in the mountainous district of
Sussex County in April 1758, eventually paying £1,120 for rights to 4,287 acres. On August 11,
1759, Thomas and Richard Penn, acting through attorneys Richard Peters and Lynford Lardner,
sold Penn Tract No. 35, containing 1,313 acres, to John Hackett for £500. This property
encompassed the Andover ore deposit. The present Borough of Andover occupies the
northeastern third of an adjacent tract of 1,666 acres, which John Hackett bought from William
and Willianna Moore, of Chester County, Pennsylvania, for £574 in 1759.26 Andover Furnace
and Mills were sited where a small tributary of Pequest Creek tumbles through a gravelly dell
among glacial kames, offering the nearest suitable water power to the new mine. Hackett also
acquired 15.5 acres at the outlet of Panther Pond for an additional reservoir to power the
ironworks during any protracted drought. In 1760, Colonel Hackett acquired the 82-acre Piggot
Lot, including the southeast shore of Piggot’s Pond, now Lake Aeroflex in Kittatinny Valley State
Park.27 He also acquired 200 acres surrounding Hall’s Pond, now Lake Iliff.28Limecrest Road
(Route 669) was laid out, 4.8 miles in length, in 1761, departing what is now Route 206 “at an
old Lime Kiln” about 528 feet north of the “Andover House.”29 The road ran past “a Large Rock
next to Andover Mine Hill,” continuing by “Doctor Piggot’s old Stockyard,” located somewhere in
the vicinity of Long Pond Farm. It ran “to a Black Oak standing in a certain Road that leads from
Justice Joseph Hall to Henry Simpson’s near a sunken pond.” This “certain Road” is probably
Mulford Road and the so-called sunken pond is Howells Pond. Lake Iliff was originally named
Hall’s Pond for Joseph Hall.Map of Andover Furnace Farm and Andover Mine Lot, based on
1810 map of agent Frederick Bartles, shows location of iron company buildings in Andover.
Courtesy Deborah Powell.Vertical cross section of charcoal blast furnace. From Frederick
Overman, The Manufacture of Iron, in All Its Various Branches (1854).In March 1760, John
Hackett purchased 663 acres of woodland extending from the feeder stream of Lake Lenape



eastward to include what is now Perona Farms and Lake, then southwest to the borders of
Valentine Pond on the Andover-Mohawk Road (Route 613).30 In October 1761, Hackett
acquired 119.5 acres on the east side of Panther’s Hill, bordering the Great Road (Route 206)
and Cranberry Lake. According to corrected surveys, the Andover Iron Company ultimately
acquired 4,054 acres for the operation of its new furnace.The eighteenth-century blast furnace
was a truncated stone pyramid, approximately twenty-five to thirty feet square at the base,
standing twenty-five to thirty-five feet tall, with a chimney built on top.31 Molten iron and slag
collected in a cylindrical reservoir centered at its base called the crucible. The interior walls
above the crucible sloped outward to a diameter of about eight feet, forming a deep basin called
the bosch.32 This outward flare slowed the velocity of ascending gases to enhance their
reductive action, and it served as an internal buttress to support the weight of the three-and-a-
half-ton charge. To reduce friction on the descending stock, the shaft, rising above the bosch,
took the shape of an inverted cone, gradually contracting until the charging-hole at the top was
no more than two feet wide. Slate was used for a furnace lining at Andover. A newspaper
advertisement for land, which Jonathan Hampton posted on August 23, 1760, mentions “Mr.
Hackett’s new Furnace.”33 On March 25, 1761, William Allen wrote John Griffiths, relating, “Our
manager, Mr. Hackett, says the new Iron we make yields so well that less than 26 cwt. Of Pigs
will make a Ton of Bar…Since we have wrote you, we have finished our small Blast and from the
first Day of September [1760] to the first of December our Furnace produced 332 Tons of Pig
metal, which was beyond our most sanguine expectations.”34The furnace was “blown in” by
filling it with cordwood and charcoal and then lighting it from the top. A steady air blast produced
a hot fire, which burned down after several days to the level of the pipes supplying the air blast.
Chargers reloaded the stack with fuel, allowing the fire to work its way back up, heating the
inwalls and expelling moisture. Measured basket loads of ore, charcoal, limestone and clay were
fed into the furnace’s throat in alternating layers, so as not to crush the charcoal. Clay acted as a
lubricant. Very little ore and flux were added at first, the proportion gradually increasing until the
full burden was reached after a day or two.35 A normal charge of 230 pounds of charcoal (about
15 basket loads), 500 pounds of ore, 50 pounds of limestone and 20 pounds of clay might be
added every half hour. The typical Highlands furnace consumed about 36 tons of ore, 2.75 tons
of limestone and almost 6,000 bushels of charcoal weekly in the production of 20 tons of pig
iron.36 Describing procedures at Wawayanda Furnace in 1856, William Kitchell reported each
charge consisted of eleven baskets of charcoal (equivalent to 22 bushels), 525 pounds of ore
(reduced to the size of hickory nuts) and from 30 to 50 pounds of limestone.37 Every twenty-four
hours, the furnace received fifty to sixty charges, yielding 7 to 8 tons of iron.38 Andover Furnace
produced an average of 18 tons weekly, though at times, 20 to 22 tons per week were
obtained.39
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yiming, “Good Read for History Fans. Would have been nice if more detailed history was
included but Kevin was limited by length. It did provide me with some information I was not
aware of that was very helpful. Everything Kevin writes is a good read and detailed.”

Andi, “Good for historical research. Great detail info. Most helpful for a descendant of one of the
workers, me.”

William Nyberg, “Excellent Research. Very well researched and written, with detailed
explanations and illustrations of the early processes used to fabricate steel, along with the
problems they encountered. Many historical quotes from the people involved with the Andover
Ironworks. Comprehensive bibliography of sources, and extensive notes. This is an important
book, as there has been very little research done on early American iron works of the
Revolutionary period.”

The book by Kevin W. Wright has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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